Laser assisted cataract surgery is a disruptive technology – but is it the way forward?

To its proponents, femtosecond laser-assisted cataract surgery (LACS) is said to be the future of cataract surgery, providing greater refractive accuracy, efficacy and safety. Opponents say they can get the same results with manual surgery. This apparently simple standoff should be easy to resolve, but there are many layers of complexity.

The idea that a laser might be used in cataract surgery to improve the outcomes is an irresistible one, and one that has a long history. Thirty-five years ago the neodymium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Nd:YAG) laser was reported as able to perform posterior capsulotomy in the pseudophakic patient.1

Over 20 years ago Dr. Keith Zabell from Toowoomba, at the RACO (now RANZCO) Annual Scientific Meeting, presented results from the ISL picosecond neodymium-doped yttrium-lanthanum-fluorine (Nd:YLF) laser, which could perform capsulotomy and nuclear softening prior to phacoemulsification.2,3 While not appreciated at the time by many, the future of cataract surgery was being previewed.

Lasers have been introduced inside the eye on a probe as a substitute for ultrasound. The Dodick laser4 used an Nd:YAG laser firing at a titanium plate, causing shockwaves to emulsify the nucleus. I introduced the Erbium:YAG laser into Australia in 2000.5 It worked well breaking up the nucleus but, unfortunately, neither it nor the Dodick laser, while safe and effective, showed any real benefit over ultrasound phacoemulsification. The surgeons and manufacturers abandoned them.

It was the laser-assisted pre-treatment strategy – as we saw with the picosecond laser – that was pursued. Following the development and successful implementation of femtosecond lasers for LASIK flap creation, attention of manufacturers turned to further applications for this already successful technology.

THE FEMTOSECOND LASER (FSL)
Lasers are named in confusing ways. They can be named by the wavelength emitted, such as green or infrared, by the element causing the emission, such as argon or neodymium or in the case of the FSL, by the length of the pulse.

Most FSLs are neodymium: glass 1053nm (near infrared). They typically focus a 3µm spot with an axial accuracy of just 5µm. Mode locking creates a pulse measured in femtoseconds (10^-15 seconds). By comparison the Nd:YAG laser is a nanosecond laser working in the range of 10^-9 second pulse length – a 10 million times longer pulse than the FSL! The shorter pulse is important as the threshold of energy required to cause photodisruption, or optical breakdown, is proportional to the pulse length. With a short pulse, photodisruption occurs at very low energy, minimising collateral damage to surrounding tissues.

“The idea that a laser might be used in cataract surgery to improve the outcomes is an irresistible one and one that has a long history”

FSLs for LACS all work with a repetition rate in a range from 50-160KHz. The laser ‘docks’ with the eye to maintain stability in x, y and z axes. The anterior segment is imaged, usually with OCT. The laser is guided by this image to ensure correct laser placement. Normally the laser creates the circular anterior capsulotomy, divides the lens nucleus in a variety of possible ways and creates the primary and secondary incisions. Arcuate keratotomy can be performed to treat pre-existing astigmatism after the other three functions have been completed.

The capsulotomy is normally completely divided and free, but the incisions require division of tiny tissue bridges with a spatula, and nuclear fragments usually require further division.

It is suggested that using these four applications LACS can be faster, safer and have better visual outcomes than manual surgery.6


**Corneal incision Construction**

The purported advantages of laser incision creation over manual incision is that they have better architecture creating better seal,1 lessening astigmatism induction and lessening the risk of descemet’s membrane detachment and internal gape.

It can be difficult to make a manually created incision work as a self-sealing valve every time. An imperfect incision can leak and be the cause of potentially devastating endophthalmitis. A laser created incision might be more reliable and be protective.

**Anterior Capsulotomy**

It is no longer appropriate to leave a patient with astigmatism or with a significant deviation from spherical aim after surgery. Patients are no longer tolerating it, particularly the baby-boomers who might be more reliable and be protective.

Our methods of achieving the desired refractive aim are good but need improvement. A major barrier to eliminating post-operative astigmatism, which serves no useful purpose, has been eliminated with the recognition of the against the rule effect of the posterior cornea – a story for another day.8

Partial coherence interferometry for the measurement of axial length of the eye has improved our estimation of spherical IOL power but our lack of ability to predict the exact antero-posterior position the IOL will take up is our major problem.4,10 The FSL holds the promise of improving results.

Capsulorhexis is one of the most challenging parts of a manual cataract operation. The size and circularity of the capsulorhexis in manual surgery influences outcomes. If the capsulorhexis is too large or asymmetric the IOL might be decentred, tilted or be too anteriorly placed. The anterior placement will result in a myopic error. If the capsulorhexis is too small there can be a hyperopic outcome because of posterior malposition.12 The exactness of the capsulotomy13 created by the FSL should make the position of the IOL more predictable with better refractive outcomes. This is particularly important with multifocal IOLs where problems of tilt and decentration have more impact on outcomes14 and create astigmatism and higher order aberrations (HOA).15

The capsulorhexis should always overlap the IOL edge to minimise posterior capsular opacity (PCO).9,12,16-17 This should happen more often in LACS because of superior size and positioning accuracy.

In mature cataracts, attempted capsulotomy can suddenly tear to the periphery complicating the surgery enormously. It is termed the Argentinian flag sign after the white central split in the capsule and the surrounding capsule stained with trypan blue.18 These capsulotomies are often easy to completely safely with the FSL.

Without zonular counter traction loose cataracts can present real challenges to performing capsulorhexis. These are, doubtless, the most challenging cases in all of cataract surgery. For the FSL, capsulotomy is no problem.19 I find it hard to justify doing these cases any other way.

**Nuclear division**

In conventional surgery, the nucleus is chopped into four or more segments by a technique called phaco-chop. Introduced by Nagahara 20 years ago,20 it was – according to several studies – responsible for reducing phaco times by up to half and nearly halving endothelial cell loss.21-22 Phaco time is one of the indices we use to measure the amount of potentially damaging ultrasound energy released within the eye. The earlier technique of nuclear division, called ‘divide and conquer’, involved sculpting and splitting of the nucleus. This is still in use by some surgeons.

The FSL chops the lens just like manual phaco-chop and holds the hope of reduced phaco times and lower endothelial cell loss just as with phaco-chop. For surgeons performing divide and conquer it offers a way to transition.

The nucleus can be radially divided or divided in a crisscross way. The optimal shape has not been determined but there is evidence that the ultrasound energy used is less than manual divide and conquer techniques.24-26 Studies, though, have not compared LACS phaco times with phaco-chop, which are probably comparable.29-32 Less energy might result in lower endothelial cell loss.

**Arcuate incisions**

Arcuate corneal incisions for the correction of astigmatism can be made by the FSL. Astigmatic keratotomy (AK) made with blades has been associated with astigmatism reduction, but with significant inaccuracy.27 It is envisaged that greater accuracy of cut depth provided by OCT-guided FSL will provide better results. Ventrer28 has shown improved results in treating post-cataract patients with mixed astigmatism using the FSL. The need for the function, however, is limited by the excellent accuracy of toric IOLs.

It is hoped that the benefits provided by these four functions will be reflected in outcomes of FSL surgery.

**CURRENT STATE OF PLAY**

The first FSL for LACS was installed in Sydney in April 2011. In Australia and New Zealand there are currently 23 FSLs: 17 LenSX lasers (Alcon Laboratories, Inc.), four Catalys lasers (AMO, Inc.) and two Lensar lasers (Lensar, Inc.). It is estimated that 10,000 of the 240,000 IOLs implanted last year (4.2 per cent) involved an FSL. Alcon claims it has trained 100 surgeons on its LenSX platform (9.9 per cent of 1,009 ophthalmologists in Australia and New Zealand).

**THE EVIDENCE FOR LACS**

A significant body of evidence in LACS has accumulated in the past few years. Some appears conflicting. Meta-analyses like Cochrane Reviews assess data for scientific worth and sources of bias and use statistical tools to assess reliability of the outcomes reported.

We are fortunate there exists such a review that has looked at 1,009 titles dating to September 2013.29 Written for the US Veterans Affairs (VA) using Quality Enhancement Research Initiative’s (QUERI) Evidence-based Synthesis Program (ESP), it was established to provide advice to policymakers. Asked by the study, was...
whether LACS provides better efficacy and safety to conventional surgery.

As to efficacy, and after eliminating methodologically unsound papers and presentations, nine studies were identified, three of them randomised. Studies were conflicting as to corrected distance visual acuities (CDVA) and effective phaco time (EPT). The study concluded there was “…low evidence of benefit (of the FSL)…”

Nine papers were identified addressing safety comparisons. The adverse event outcomes of these studies were grouped by the ocular structures that were affected. Reported were capsulotomy configuration, position and the resultant effects on IOL decentration and refractive outcomes, and post-operative corneal oedema, by measuring either corneal thickness or corneal endothelial cell loss and post-operative macular thickness and morphology, as measured by optical coherence tomography (OCT). The study reports: “The FSL and control groups were similar… Overall, we found moderate to low strength of evidence for comparative adverse events…”

Since September 2013, the cut-off for the review, there have been some interesting publications. Abell, in a very large cohort study of 4,000 cases, reveals very low complication rates of conventional and LACS. There was an unusually high rate of anterior capsular tear but there was no negative visual impact on vision in these cases. The cause is not clear and not found in many other studies.

Reddy, in a randomised controlled study of 131 cataractous eyes, found lower EPT times for LACS, equivalent safety to conventional surgery, but with much improved capsulotomy centration and circularity.

Chee in a cohort study of 1,105 eyes similarly found a high degree of safety for LACS and conventional cases performed at the Singapore National Eye Centre. Better UCVA was shown for both the 20/20 or better group and the 20/25 or better group, which were both highly statistically significant.

**USE OF EVIDENCE**

The question: ‘What level of evidence do we require to appropriately use a new drug, adopt a new technique or technology? ’ is an interesting one to ponder and not as straightforward as it first appears.

The question is not only important for surgeons but referring practitioners who are really partners in the process. The level of success reflects upon both of them as do negative outcomes.

---

**"... enormous investment by suppliers and the vigorous completion has seen rapid introduction of software and hardware improvements in FSLs"**

Clinical trials are essential, but long term results with very large numbers required to assess rare but serious complications, can only be determined after implementation of a technology. In the end, after considering the evidence, the test for the surgeon is whether he or she believes it is best for the patient.

The most important thing to take from the VA systematic review and meta-analyses is the non-inferiority of LACS.

This evidence qualifies as NHMRC level one evidence. It is important to understand it is only answering specific questions and the answers are based on the available evidence.

Experienced surgeons do the studies on selected good cases. Numbers are too small for the studies to have adequate power to determine if the rate of severe, blinding complications is reduced. One reviewer of the VA study makes this very point. Complex cases, where anecdotally I can say I wouldn’t want to do the surgery any other way but LACS, are not represented in the studies looking at efficacy and safety. Many studies are not focused on the question of refractive accuracy, levels of visual quality or quality of life measures.

An interesting comparison to the introduction of LACS is the introduction of the FSL in LASIK. Surgeons were willing to spend $500,000 on a machine, having to pay the supplier a ‘per case’ fee for permission to use their own machine, despite there being no good evidence in the literature to support its use. It sounds strange but there was a reason. Surgeons understand the variable outcomes they might have. What they have trouble with emotionally are severe, sight-threatening complications of their surgery. A manual microkeratome is very safe but very rarely buttonholes, irregular, truncated and lost flaps can happen. These are devastating to all concerned, and can’t really happen with the FSL. This difference between microkeratome and FSL is not reflected in the compared outcomes literature. This consideration, I believe, is behind the thinking of many early adopters of LACS where too, the literature is of no help, but a desire to reduce serious complications is paramount in surgeons’ minds.

A different dynamic was seen with the introduction of phacoemulsification where the superior results were immediately obvious. Safety and efficacy figures eventually emerged. Opposition to the new, disruptive technology was fierce and took a decade to die out. Again the test for the surgeon is: Based on what he or she knows, what is the best for the patient?

Simple examination of level one evidence might help support third party payers in refusing access (or payment for) technology, but it is inadequate for...
surgeons, whose primary concern is their individual patient.

**SOME CONCERNS**

Abell’s group suffered a high anterior capsular tear rate. They pointed to irregularities of laser-created anterior capsulotomies as potentially weak points. Other groups generally had not had these high anterior capsular tear rates. Indeed Auffarth showed in porcine eyes stronger capsulotomies in laser eyes than with manual capsulorhexis. Sandor, in a similar study showed slightly weaker capsulotomy in laser eyes, but the weakest of the capsulotomies were found in the manually created group. If indeed LACS capsulotomies were weaker it would have represented a major drawback of LACS, as the intact anterior capsulorhexis is one of the foundations of modern cataract surgery.

Early in the evolution of LACS, Roberts very responsibly reported two cases of posterior capsular rupture at the time of hydrodissection. This step of the procedure involving injection of fluid under the capsule, frees the lens from the capsular bag for safe removal. These two cases caused understandable concern that there was fundamental fault in LACS. Some authors even reported eliminating this step. It would have been a very serious problem for LACS had cases continued, as hydrodissection is another fundamentally important part of modern cataract surgery. Roberts suggested better technique for hydrodissection and it seems not to have been a problem since.

LACS presents special difficulties in two situations. Small pupils limit capsulotomy and nuclear splitting by their size. Normally manual surgery is selected in these cases, but Conrad-Hengerer has reported techniques of pharmacologically and surgically dilating the pupil before the laser is applied. Corneal irregularities and scars such as those after keratoplasty can present a problem for LACS as they can block and scatter the infrared femtosecond pulses. These cases are often better done manually. An inadequate laser capsulotomy is arguably worse than not having performed one at all and having to do it manually.

“**For difficult cases such as endothelial dystrophy, mature cataracts and lenses with poor zonular support there are clear advantages of LACS**”

---

**THE FUTURE**

The clear and proven non-inferiority of LACS, and significant evidence of its superiority is just the beginning. The enormous investment by suppliers and the vigorous completion has seen rapid introduction of software and hardware improvements in FSLs, which have improved the surgery. The reduction in ultrasound power is a goal. This might reduce endothelial cell loss and oedema further and provide quicker recovery and safer surgery. Already Abell has been able to reduce EPT by 70 per cent. The aim of zero phaco might be achieved with improved FSL nuclear division strategies and larger bore aspiration so fragments left after laser fragmentation can be aspirated without engaging ultrasound energy.

Dick has successfully performed posterior capsulotomy in paediatric eyes. The capsulotomy is analogous to the notoriously technically difficult posterior capsulorhexis of manual surgery. This might well translate into better paediatric cataract surgery in the future.

A problem in lens surgery, particularly with multifocal IOLs, is centration. IOLs sit in the centre of the bag giving temporal decentration with reference to the nasally displaced pupil. Dick has used a new IOL, the 90F (Morcher GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany) in LACS. This IOL sits in the bag but is fixated within the capsulotomy. The advantages might be certain centration where desired, say the pupil centre, and more predictable anterior-posterior position, possibly translating into better IOL power prediction. Only the FSL can produce a capsulotomy of the exact size and circularity required for implantation and the centration desired for maximum optical advantage. This might well be the future of IOL implantation.

**THE COST**

In Australia, patients make a co-payment for use of the FSL. It ranges from AU$600–$1,000. Some surgeons offer LACS as an option and others only offer LACS, where indicated, including the additional cost in their fee.

From a public health perspective it is calculated in the USA that the cost of cataract surgery performed manually is US$1,600 per quality-adjusted life-year (QALY). A QALY of up to $50,000 is considered by the World Health Organization as reasonable for any intervention in Australia, so it is clear how cost-effective cataract surgery is.

Abell and Vote calculated LACS in Australia to cost $96,862 per QALY and concluded that the per case fee would have to drop to $300, assuming perfect outcomes and zero complications for LACS, to achieve a reasonable cost per QALY to be acceptable in a public health sense.

It is estimated that the overall cost per case in the USA is $1,000 for 250 cases per year, reducing below $500 per year for an FSL performing 2,500 cases per year. The cost structure is similar in Australia, so the aim of $300 per case might be difficult to achieve.
CONCLUSIONS

LACS growing despite significant opposition within the profession. It is a disruptive technology and opposition is understandable. It has occurred with every major improvement. We need to be critical and scientific in our judgment and we need to understand that if LACS is simply unnecessary technology foisted upon us by industry, then it cannot survive.

There is no doubt we need better refractive outcomes. No one could argue that a safer procedure is desirable. For difficult cases such as endothelial dystrophy, mature cataracts and lenses with poor zonular support, there are clear advantages of LACS. If a procedure is good for the difficult cases it follows that it is good, too, for regular cases.

The important thing to decide is not if results of surgery, as published in the literature, are so much better than manual surgery, but whether the FSL is the platform with which we move forward in lens surgery. Everything I have seen makes me think this might be so. Dr. Rick Wolfe MB BS FRACS FRANZCO is one of Australia’s most experienced cataract and refractive surgeons. He has performed more than 10,000 cataract procedures and over 17,000 LASIK procedures during the past 25 years while as an eye surgeon in Melbourne. Dr. Wolfe has given more than 20 years service to the Royal Australian Navy Reserve, where he holds the rank of Lieutenant Commander. In 2004 he performed live laser surgery in front of 2,000 of his colleagues at The American Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgeons (ASCRS) in San Diego. Dr. Wolfe regularly speaks at conferences, including ASCRS, AUSCRS (Australian Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgeons) and Alcon in Hong Kong. His private practice at Peninsula Eye Centre, Mornington, Victoria and his laser eye surgery practice at VISTAEyes Elsternwick Victoria is limited to cataract and refractive surgery.
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